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a product manager s success is measured by how much they impact the business. so, youll need to understand how to measure success and what metrics you should use. if youre the cto or a product manager, then you will have access to a lot of metrics, so you can focus on these. if youre not in a technical role,
then youll need to start looking for metrics in the business that you can use to measure the success of your product. ive interviewed dozens of product managers and ive never once asked about how many pitches theyre used to. ive found that its common for people who run product teams to have more than 10,
often more than 100, so its not something to bring up in the interview. you can ask about their experience with pitching, if they look at product charts or use spreadsheets, and if theyve pitched to the ceo, but other than that, its not something i ask. its important to show that you are aware of the process of
validating ideas and building a business case. my first days on the job were a little overwhelming, but i knew that if i did my job right, i would make sure that i wasnt overwhelmed and that i would have an easy time transitioning into the role. i started by checking out the company website, which gave me the
opportunity to understand what the product looked like and how the company operates. the company website is also a great way to make a good impression, as i knew that i would be required to visit their office to meet the team. if youre in the interview with the product manager, and youre a bit nervous, be
prepared to talk about a topic related to the product. the most important thing to do is to understand how the product works and what the product roadmap looks like. if youre not familiar with the product, check out the company website and be prepared to ask questions during the interview. while youre on the
subject, you can ask about their favorite features or how to improve the product.
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